INTRODUCTION
The role of surgical intervention in the management of supratentorial, lobar intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) is a subject of debate. ) with intraventricular extension, and resulting in a midline shift of 6.7 mm. The ICH was evacuated through a left eyebrow incision and mini-mOZ craniotomy using the BrainPath endoport system. Postoperative brain CT, (B) 3D reconstruction, shows the mini-OZ craniotomy and, (C) axial view, shows a 4.9 × 1.7 × 2.5 cm residual ICH (volume 10.4 cm 3 , 87% volume reduction), with significant reduction in midline shift and local mass effect. CT = computed tomography; ICH = intracerebral hemorrhage. modality has been widely validated or routinely used for ICH patients. 13 2)
The patient in the present study had an ICH score of 4, which has been found to carry a 97% risk of 30-day mortality. Additionally, many ICH patients are saddled with multiple medical comorbidities, frequently requiring medical therapy with antiplatelet agents and anticoagulation, which further complicates the decision to provide surgical intervention. 
CONCLUSION
The BrainPath endoport system can be employed in conjunction with minimally invasive skull base approaches, such as a mini-mOZ craniotomy through an eyebrow incision, for successful evacuation of large lobar hematomas. The endoport allows the use of trajectories to the hematoma which avoid eloquent brain regions, thus potentially facilitating neurological recovery.
Although additional studies are necessary to determine the long-term outcomes and optimal patient and hematoma characteristics for endoport-assisted surgery, our initial experience supports its safety and efficacy in appropriately selected ICH patients.
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